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1. Executive Summary  

All companies and government agencies around the world are constantly exposed 

to cyber attacks and information leakage crises regardless of their size.  The 

offensive side continues to be sophisticated and complicated every day, and cannot 

defend enough by uniformed measures alone.  Now, it is urgent to provide 

diversified and comprehensive security solutions. 

 

Jupiter project defines security threats to be excluded into three categories against 

these challenges, develops the most innovative security countermeasures ever for 

each viewpoint and strengthens the combination as a total security solution to the 

government and enterprises widely. 

We are aiming for Jupiter Security to be the industry de-facto standard in the 

security industry in 2020. 

 

 Security threats to be eliminated and countermeasures that Jupiter 

Security focuses： 

①Threat from outside - AI × Establish SOC external monitoring sysytem  

②Threat from inside - employees’ WI (Working Index) by AI and introduction  

of real-time automatic measurement for MI (Mental Index)  

③Threats at the time of leakage - AI × secret diversified technology ×  

invalidation of confidential information by blockchain 
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2. Introduction 

IT in governments and enterprises on a global basis has progressed rapidly, and 

security damage such as cyber attacks and information leaks is also increasing. 

Especially leakage of customer information and suspension of service due to hacking 

of information system will cause loss of corporate and organization's brand image, 

and not only damage to businesses and organizations, but also its influence spreads 

to business parties, customers and other stakeholders.  For this reason, 

information security measures are perceived to be most important management 

tasks in the world, and governments and companies annually spend the enormous 

amount of money as countermeasure expenses. Nevertheless, as cyber attacks 

evolve day by day and are always made with new methods, so companies can not 

fully defend all of them, and it is said that the loss exceeds 200 million yen on an 

average per year. 

Why we can not avert the threat of information security despite the government 

and companies investing enormous costs? 

This is because the existing security system is incomplete and partial.  Even 

companies that manage enterprise security can not control all cyber terrorism, 

corporate information leaks, software bugs, etc. in one company. 

 

In order to solve these problems, the Jupiter Project is working on the development 

of an innovative information security system that is comprehensive and different 

viewpoints with using unique AI and blockchain technology.  Providing a total 

solution of security that has never been seen will give "peace of mind" to many 

companies and society, and will also accelerate their growth strategy greatly. 

We will make the strongest security solution and protect the society - this is the 

mission of this project. 
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3. Security Market  

What is a Security? 

A security means that we undertake all necessary measures that enable us to 

continue using the Internet and computers with confidence, without important 

information leaks to the outside, the infected virus, the data destroyed and sudden 

cut-off of the services you normally use.  A security, it is to do necessary measures 

for information security.  Just as there are various kinds of crimes such as violent 

acts and theft in real society, there is a crime such as theft of information and the 

destruction of computer system in the society where information and 

communication technology has developed.  It is also important information security 

measures to protect equipment and information from disasters such as fire, 

earthquake, and lightning.  Regarding information security measures, as growing 

the reliance by society on information and communication technologies such as the 

Internet, regardless of individuals or companies, the risk has increased such as 

intrusion into computers by hacking, the theft of information and the falsification of 

data. We describe in ranking form as shown below, what kind of security threats 

exist for individuals and organizations. 
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Cyber Terrororism 

Server terrorism is an act of breaking into a network such as communication and 

stealing data or stealing data, which damages the activities of citizen life, corporate, 

government and military.  Cyber attacks using traditional malicious programs had 

made many pleasant criminals who enjoyed trying their own techniques and know-

how, and watching the damage via news etc.  However, crimes with obvious 

“objectives”targetting "specific" companies and organizations as reported since 

around 2007, such as cyber attacks to steal confidential information, have been 

rapidly reported on damage this year.  What is different from the traditional attack 

method is that it intrudes so as not to be noticed by the target organization without 

recognizing the behavior up to the information fraud after the invasion, and 

combines multipe methods to achieve the objectives.  This malicious cyber attack 

is called "targeted cyber attack". 

In the United States, as shown in the figure below, despite the fact that over 50% 

of SMID enterprises suffered from cyber attacks in the past, 75% of employees have 

not kept their own PCs in a secure state. 

 

 

 

 

Even a national organization frequently receives a cyber attack and has leaked 

information.  In order to protect from new cyber attacks such as targeted attacks 

that continue to be sophisticated and complicated every day, it is necessary to 

deeply acknowledge how to protect targeted attacks and take necessary measures 

to work .  The reason why our project is still necessary now will be obvious when 

you look at examples of information leaks at the following government agencies. 
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Internal Leaks 

Internal leaks are the outflows of confidential information to the outside due to 

misbehavior in companies and organizations.  Leaks of customer information, and 

product information tend to develop into cases that not only become compensation 

but also lead to a loss of corporate credibility and shake the foundation of business. 

However, the announcement of internal fraud is frequently not made due to the 

possibility of harmful rumors concerning the company's credibility, so the damage 

will continue to expand. 

According to a survey conducted by the Information-technology Promotion Agency, 

Japan (IPA), 65.5% out of 200 companies investigated experienced in "internal 

fraud", of which 58.5% leaked informatio outside which was acquired via daily 

works, 40.5% traded personal information acquired via daily works with different 

purpose, 36.5% was system destruction / falsification.  Such frauds tend to 

increase according to enterprise size. 

In addition, system administrators, engineers and developers most frequently carry 

out injustices, followed by temporary staff, subcontracted employees, management 

& executive officers and resignees. 
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Source: Infomration-Technology Promotion Agency, Japan 

 

 

Approximately 80% of information leaks are attributed to human factors, and 

strengthening internal security at each company is a prime task.  Among those 

caused by internal fraud, not intentionally, there are cases where information leaks 

by "rule and regulatory violations due to human errors or misoperations, " were 

made or cases that were intentionally broght out information with “outside purpose 

use of informaton aqauired via daily works such as trading personal information 

etc.”from the beginning.   

The effecive measures against these are in general as shown below:  

① Clarify that it is important information and give appropriate access authority 

② Monitoring for bringing out important information · biring in portable media 

etc. 

③ Monitor and audit periodical operation history 

 

Although it is reatively easy for many companies to incorporate ① and ②, there 

are not many companies that can implement ③ sufficiently.  It is unrealistic to force 

each employee to monitor and audit for all of them subject to significant costs for 

complicated monitoring operation because there are lots of targeted confidential 

information. 

 

According to experts, it is said that fraud occurs when all three factors "motivation 

/ pressure", "opportunity", and "justification" of "fraud triangle" are gathered.  In 
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an illegal triangle, reduction of three factors is effective to prevent internal fraud. 

Among them, the organization can actively reduce "motivation / pressure" and 

"opportunity" . 

 

Internal fraud tends to be handled inside the organization due to the risk of 

reputational damage and the reason why it can not be coordinated with 

counterparties and other stakeholders.  Also, in reviewing effective measures and 

factors causing internal frauds, it is true for each organization to take 

countermeasures indvidually based on their own experiencesd because it is rare to 

share information with the competiors of outside organizations. 

。 

 

 

 

 

Security Service Market  

Domestic Market for Security Software 

The domestic market for security software in 2017 is estimated to have 3.2% annual 

growth rate bacause strong needs in the software security market have emerged 

thakns to large demands for advanced cyber attacks influenced by regulations such 
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as the revised Personal Information Protection Law enacted on May 30th, 2017 and 

ransomeware attacks. 

From 2018 to 2020, the demand for cyber attacks against important social 

infrastructure in the rugby world cup held in 2019 and the Tokyo Olympic and 

Paralympic Games held in 2020, and enchancement of protection measures by the 

My Number Law and the revised Personal Information Protection Law will drive a 

large demand growth.  In 2021, we expect demand for this market will moderate 

as a reaction to demand expansion in 2020. 

Based on this fact, CAGR in the market from 2016 to 2021 is 4.0%, and it is 

predicted that the market size will expand from 236.4 billion yen in 2016 to 287.5 

billion yen in 2021. 

 

Domestic Market for Security Appliance 

In the domestic security appliance market in 2017, demand measures for advanced 

cyber attacks continues to be high, and UTM (Unified Threat Management) with 

defense-in-depth protection and IDS / IPS (Intrusion Detection System / Intrusion 

Protection System) to protect unauthorized invation lead the market.  As a result, 

the markt will have 3.9% year-on-year growth rate.  From 2018 to 2020, as same 

as the security software market, we expect demand for this market will expand by 

demands for measures against cyber attacks on important social infrastructure and 

enhancing protection measures for personal information.  In 2021, we expect 

demand for this market will moderate as a reaction to demand expansion in 2020. 

The CAGR of the market in 2016 to 2021 will be 4.9%, and it is predicted that the 

market size will expand from 47.5 billion yen in 2016 to 60.2 billion yen in 2021.  

In the domestic security service market in 2017, the sophisticated cyber attacks has 

accelerated a transition from traditional signatured products for external threats to 

anti-malware products utilizing sandbox emulation technology, cognitive / AI 

system, etc. and also a transmition to malware intrusion detection / analytical 

products and products with multilayer defense function corresponding to network 

layer to application layer.  From the introduction design to the operation, the need 

for security services requiring high-level expertise will increase, and the annual 

growth rate will be 5.3%.  From 2018 onwards, the development of a hybrid 

environment combining both on-premises and cloud environment is expected to 

increase the demand of introducing security measures/establishmen/operation not  

only for on-premise environments but also for cloud environments. 
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It is predicted that targeted cyber attacks will often emerge in the large-scale events 

such as 2019 Rugby World Cup, the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games and the Paralympic 

Games.  And the demand for managed security services utilizing threat intelligence 

to predict predict threats as well as security services like incident response services 

are expected to expand.  The CAGR for the market in 2016 to 2021 will be 5.6%, 

and it is predicted that the market size will expand from 719 billion yen in 2016 to 

943.4 billion yen in 2021. 

 

  

 

 

Challege for Existing Security Measures  

Security Measures by Japanese Companies Lagging Behind 

MM Research Institute Co., Ltd. investigated 600 large enterprises about 

information security measures.  Then, it was found that the damage of cyber 

attacks by most major methods had tended to decrease in FY 2012 through FY 

2013 in US companies.  Meanwhile, Japanese companies have tend to increase 

damages, for example, the amount of damage caused by "impersonation" has 

increased by 

The reason for this is that Japanese firms do not invest so much in information 

security compared with US companies.  In the United States, many companies 

utilize consulting services by information security experts.  In fact, this survey also 

said that 51% of US companies use consulting services.  On the other hand, in 

Japanese companies, only about half of US companies, use such consulting services.  

In addition, there is a result that Japanese companies investment in security per 

company in FY 2014 plans at about 30% less than US companies.  In other words, 
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Japanese companies are far behind in terms of information security compared to 

US companies. 

 

Lack of Human Resources 

When the company conducted a user survey on the current issue in operating 

security measures, a lack of human resources was revealed.  In addition to security 

measures to prevent security incidents, it is not easy to prepare an educational 

environment to train for countermeasures in the event that an incident occurs. 

 

 

 

Source：ITR 「ITR Cross View: Security market performance and outlook in 2016」 
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4. Jupiter Project Outline 

What is the Jupiter Project? 

The Jupiter Project will comprehensively combine the security measures of three 

unprecedented viewpoints to prevent corporate security incidents and provide a 

robust total security solution "Jupiter Security" for countries and companies. 

Jupiter Security has three features. These features classify security threats into 

three viewpoints and develop robust measures for each. 

 (1) Building an SOC external monitoring system using AI against external 

threats 

 (2) Real-time automatic measurement of employee's Working Index (WI) 

and Mental Index (MI) using AI against internal threats 

 (3) A system that makes information valueless by using AI, secret sharing 

technique and blockchain against threat at leak.. 

 

In general, the security measures of general corporations are limited to basic 

security measures such as cyber attack countermeasure of servers accessible from 

the Internet in (1) and introduction of firewalls. However, the most frequent cause 

of accidents as accidents caused by cyber attacks is the internal factor of (2), 

especially "human error". Recently sophisticated advanced cyber attacks that 

intentionally induce human error are increasing. However, there are not many 

companies that can introduce or offer measures here. In addition, regarding (3), 

we can say there are almost no company with particular measures. For such 

companies, Jupiter Security will make a pre-sale for the system from September 

2018, and from January 2019 we are planning to introduce it to enterprises. 

 

 

 

5. SOC External Monitoring System Using AI 

The first characteristic of Jupiter Security is the SOC external monitoring system 

using both people and AI.  SOC is an abbreviation of Security Operation Center and 

sometimes called CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team). SOC refers 

to an organization that corresponds when a security incident occurs in a computer 

system etc. Basically it does not take a rest 24 hours a day 365 days to monitor 
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servers, other devices and networks, and to detect cyber attacks and also to make 

post-detection analysis and suggest. 

 

The number of companies that introduce SOC has increased dramatically, and there 

are patterns that take the form of in-house built & operated, and patterns that 

outsource outside. Cyber attacks in recent years have been sophisticated so that 

companies can not cope with their own operation alone, and the damage caused by 

establishing internal unique SOC tends to be more enlarged. Recently, as the 

devices connected to the Internet have diversified, there are not only desktop PCs 

and laptop computers but also smart phones and tablets, and various other devices, 

and the data of each device itself is virtualized (SaaS, DaaS, etc.).  In many cases, 

the platform itself commonly used within the enterprise is often virtualized (PaaS). 

Also, as network environments other than the in-house LAN environment are 

diversified, there is a high need for specialized external SOC that comprehensively 

monitors complex environments. Especially, it is an urgent matter to construct SOC 

in all organizations such as companies handling customer information, hospitals 

dealing with R & D data, educational institutions, government agencies, social 

infrastructure systems, etc. 

 

Jupiter Security's SOC immediately analyzes the attack and takes appropriate 

measures when the cyber attack incidents occur. This system is the basis of defense 

against cyber attacks.  It is very rare for an attack to succeed if you initially make 

solid and high-quality defense measures. However, the reason why many cyber 

attacks are still being carried out and still successful is the lack of preparation on 

the system side. In Jupiter Security, preparation for cyber attack is automated by 

AI. Program sources such as attack patterns, illegal IP information, malware etc. 

are machine-learned and immediately delivered to Jupiter system users all over the 

world, and individual attack information of the user is also updated collectively to 

other user systems and kept up to date . 

 

Jupiter Security also conducts manned monitoring 24 hours a day, 365 days by 

security experts (such as white hackers) in addition to monitoring of AI. In addition, 

Jupiter Security's SOC develops AI independently, and at the same time places 

emphasis on the development of white hackers. We will launch the "Information 

Security Human Resources Development Program" and provide a place to learn in 
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a practical environment in order to keep strong monitoring security by people and 

AI even if many companies use Jupiter in the future . 

 

 

< The Overview of SOC External Monitoring System Using AI > 

 

 

Business Contents and Outlook of the SOC Team 

The service contents of the SOC team planned by Jupiter Security are described 

below. 

• Monitoring and correlating SIEM 

• Antivirus monitoring and recording 

• Network and host IDS / IPS monitoring and recording 

• Monitor and record network and host DLP 

• Centralized recording platform (such as syslog) 
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• Mail and spam gateway and filtering 

• Web gateway and filtering 

• Threat monitoring and information 

• Firewall monitoring and management 

• Monitor the application's whitelist or file integration 

• Vulnerability assessment and monitoring 

 

The current state of general SOC is human's supervised service as the main service, 

but at the same time, it will also develop security measures to protect websites 

from attacks that strike vulnerabilities in web applications, and WAF (Web 

Application Firewall).  "WAF" is literally a firewall specialized for applications on 

Web sites.  It works to protect Web site, which accepts input from the user mainly, 

or generates dynamic pages in response to requests, from an illegal attacks.  Unlike 

a general firewall, you can analyze the contents of data at the application level. By 

combining these manned surveillance and firewall, we aim to further strengthen 

security. 

 

 

 

6. Internal Security Enhancement Using AI  

In recent years, cases have frequently occured in which companies and internal 

stakeholders conduct internal injustice and become an information security incident. 

Approximately 80% of information leaks are attributed to human factors, which 

requires urgently to strengthen internal security at each company.  Among those 

due to internal fraud, there are some cases caused by information leak by "rules 

breatch or violations due to human error or incorrect operation" without intention 

or a leak by intentionally bringing out due to “uninted use of information aquired 

via duties such as trading personal information”. 

 

In total security solution of Jupiter, in order to prevent such information leakage, 

we will implement a real-time automatic measurement of employee’s Work Index 

(labor index) using the AI, and build a system to manage these data in a manner 

that cannot be tampered with. 
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Real-time Automatic Measurement of Work Index (Labor Index) 

What is Work Index (labor index)?  

Jupiter's Work Index (labor index) is a measure of how serious work an individual 

employee makes.  A certain employee is dedicated to the company, so the score is 

higher, and other employees work poorly to the company, the score is lower.  

 

The labor index we define, 

Work Index (x) = Jupiter Camera AI (x) + Jupiter Browser AI (x) + Jupiter Bot (x) 

x is the data of the employee X, and it is calculated from these data by the above 

formula. 

 

It is not easy to understand efficient work way and inefficient work way. For 

example, because an employee frequently goes to a smoking place for a day, it 

does not mean that the employee's business performance is bad.  It may be stress 

relief and double the operating profit.  In this way, it is very difficult to calculate 

the labor index. Among them, the labor index defined by this project defines the 

point of "whether there is no abnormality in how to work".  It doesn’t mean that 

an employee who does not go to a smoking place is good and an employee who 

goes to a smoking place is evil. 

 

Jupiter develops and utilizes the following system in order to calculate by digitizing 

the number of employees who take actions different from ordinary, employees who 

take irregular movements compared with other employees ", which is highly likely 

to leak internal information. 

 

Basically Jupiter's AI is an AI that judges "whether it is abnormal" with respect to 

data flowing in real time. Since this AI is mounted on a surveillance camera, a 

personal computer, and a smartphone, all the AIs on the terminal are just to judge. 

And that AI is doing learning with enormous data on the Jupiter side. 
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1. Monitoring behavior by surveillance camera   Jupiter Camera AI 

We analyze animation of surveillance camera using depth learning. In the analysis 

method, we identify individuals by way of walking and faces, and estimate 

movement from the skeleton of human beings. By doing so, we can get data on 

what kind of movement the employees take in the company in real time. 

 

Analysis of surveillance cameras using this deep learning can detect abnormal 

behavior in real time. For example, such things as "fidgeting" can also be detected 

because the skeleton of a human can be drawn in real time. As a technology of 

Jupiter, it is possible to tune in depth learning which can be installed in surveillance 

cameras and to calculate labor indices in real time. Although animation analysis is 

very popular as a field of artificial intelligence, there are few places that actually 

have a technology that can add to surveillance cameras and incorporate human 

skeleton and personal identification algorithm. Even more, Jupiter is the only project 

that is planning to use it for internal security. 
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2. History Monitoring of Internet browser Jupiter Browser AI 

Even though an employee is watching computers, it does not mean he is working 

seriously.  When there is access to contents not related to business from the 

browser, Jupiter analyzes the access history in real time and detect the abnormality. 

A judgement that "this has nothing to do with work" is Jupiter’s technical know-

how. Using natural language processing using depth learning, we add semantic 

vectors to all words.  Then, only the content exceeding the fixed value by the 

Euclidean distance between the vectors affects the labor index.  As shown below, 

it embeds semantic vectors of words in N dimensions in space.  Among them, when 

a group of words with less relationship with the content is found, Browser AI makes 

a judgment of "no relation". 

 

 

 

 

3. Grasp the mental condition   Jupiter Bot (x) 

A question chat bot using artificial intelligence (AI) is made into an application, and 

questions are sent to employees on a daily basis. For example, periodically by 

artificial intelligence, messages that "I am dissatisfied with the current company", 

and "How to capture my own evaluation in the company" are sent.  It is a system 

that can automatically extract employees who have hostility and non-favorable 

attitude towards the company by combining the question and answer. This is not 

just an application that artificial intelligence asks questions. It is linked with the 

surveillance camera and the log of the browser mentioned above.  For example, 

detailed questions were frequently made to employees whose labor index has 

declined, which is all automated. 
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Data Management of Work Index Using Blockchains 

It is wrong that "security rises by the blockchain".  The thing that can be realized 

with the blockchain is "to keep data in a form that can not be tampered". 

The labor index calculated this time is important information for judging the 

employee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the case of a system that can intentionally tamper with the labor index of a 

specific employee, an unfair system such as promoting a specific employee or 

dismissing is activated.  Therefore, it is necessary to manage this labor index on 

the blockchain. 
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Among them, it is necessary to place numerical values calculated from data of 

animation, browser history, question reply data on the blockchain without human 

intervention. It is the Jupiter chain that makes them possible.  A major feature of 

Jupiter chain is that it can fetch external data in real time and can compress external 

data. 

 

Normally blockchains and smart contracts can not fetch external data, which is the 

same as living in a garden surrounded by walls. Jupiter chain enhances the 

availability of blockchains as connecting data and provides reliable connections 

between blocks and Web APIs. 

 

Also, data that can be placed on the blockchain is limited.  Movie, of course, can 

not be on the chain.  Also questions and answers to it are not placed on the 

blockchain. This labor index is calculated automatically by a program from the 

animation, browser history, dialogue with AI, but from the moment the data is 

generated, it is written to the blockchain as it is without passing to the hands of a 

third party. Also, although all calculated labor indices are released, their data are 

anonymous, and it is only the Security Operation Center (SOC) that recognizes what 

numerical value is and which individual belongs. This is the 2nd strong point of 

Jupiter chain. 

 

 

 

7. Security Based on the Premise that 

"Information is Stolen" 

Jupiter Security plans to build a high security system that prevents cyber attacks 

and unauthorized access by internal humans by measuring the 24-hour monitoring 

system and employee Work Index (labor index) by the SOC team. However, since 

there is no "absolute" in things, measures to be taken when information is stolen 

should be introduced in advance.  In other words, it is a concept opposite to the 

idea of "traditional security" that "information is protected", which is a security 

measure on the premise that "information is stolen". 
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Secret Sharing Technique × AI × Blockchain 

Jupiter Security applies secret sharing technique to protect confidential information. 

Secret sharing technique is a technology that allows you to retrieve confidential data 

for the first time by dividing it into various storages and storing it and combining all 

fragments when using it.  Therefore, even if data pieces of confidential information 

are unauthorizedly accessed and stolen from inside or outside of the company, it is 

impossible to restore with the parts alone, so that the value of the data can be 

eliminated. 

 

In Jupiter Security, AI is used for the part that optimizes the division of data in this 

secret sharing technique, and the blockchain is used for managing fragmented data. 

The concrete process image is shown below. 

 

 

 

First, when entering confidential information data, it avoids making sure that the 

same person enters all confidential information.  It divides the data itself to input 

and devises it so that one person does not touch all the information. If it is 

handwritten information, it may be read by AI using image recognition technology. 

 

Next, optimum division is made to convert confidential data into the most 

complicated encrypted data by AI.  After data division, a plurality of similar dummy 

data is also generated. Since management in the blockchain is secure, but highly 

transparent, it is possible to grasp the division size of certain arbitrary data. 

Therefore, by generating a plurality of dummy pieces and encrypting / distributing 
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the original data pieces in the same way, even if all pieces are illegally accessed 

temporarily, it is difficult to decode the combination of data pieces from there. 

The management of fragment data is performed in a distributed blockchain.  

 

As a result, the data piece is protected and recorded in a secure condition at all 

times without tampering and losing information. 

 

In the case of restoring confidential information, only the AI knows which data piece 

combination can restore data, and the system administrator can not know the data. 

By using AI, it is possible to reduce manpowers that can touch confidential 

information to the ultimate, and human error caused by human beings can be 

eliminated, so the risk of information leak is extremely low. 
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8. Roadmap 

The Jupiter project road map is as follows.  Details of business development and 

various activity events are scheduled to be disclosed shortly on the website after a 

trafic control of priorities according to the amount of funds raised at this token 

sale. 
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9. Token Sale 

In order to quickly construct a strong security system required by the government 

and enterprises, we will conduct a token sale using ERC 20 compliant token "JPI" 

based on the Ethereum (Etharium) blockchain that implements the Smart Contract 

function.  With this token sale, it is possible to acquire this JPI token from the 

cryptocurrency of ETH (Ether) during the following period.  If you wish to 

participate in this token sale, please check the notes below precautions and then 

participate. 

Basic Information About Jupiter Token (JPI） 

 Token name：   Jupiter  

 Token symbol：   JPI 

 Token logo：   

 

 Total supply：  70,000,000,000（70 billion）JPI  

 

Token Sale Details  

Way to Purchase  

A person who wants to purchase the token need to remit the desired ETH for JPI to 

the wallet for purchasing.  JPI token will be distributed to each purchaser's 

MyEtherWallet (MEW) after all sale period. 

 

 Cryptocurrency that can be used for the acquisition of this token：  ETH  

 Minimum purchase：   JPI equal to 0.5 ETH 

 Total distribution during the sale period：  35,000,000,000（35 billion）JPI 

※At the end of token sale, we will lock the toal number of supply with the number 

of tokens to be added as same as the number of sold tokens. 

 

Sales Schedule 

 The 1st token sale: May 7th, 2018   ～ May 14th 

 The 2nd token sale: May 15th, 2018 ～ May 22nd 

 The 3rd token sale: May 23rd, 2018 ～ May 30th 

 The 4th token sale: May 31st, 2018 ～ June 12th  
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※ If the token issuance has not reached the maximum within the period, the sale 

period might be extended, taking account of the project's goal and schedule.  

 

Exchange Rate  

 The 1st token sale: 1 JPI = 0.0000300 ETH  (1 ETH equal to 33,333 JPI) 

 The 2nd token sale: 1 JPI = 0.0000350 ETH  (1 ETH equal to 28,571 JPI) 

 The 3rd token sale: 1 JPI = 0.0000400 ETH  (1 ETH equal to 25,000 JPI) 

 The 4th token sale: 1 JPI = 0.0000500 ETH  (1 ETH equal to 20,000 JPI) 

  

 

Soft /Hard Caps and Fund Allocation 

Softcap： 10,000,000,000（10 billion）JPI 

Hardcap： 35,000,000,000（35 billion）JPI  

※If softcap is not reached, all funds will be returned.  

 

 

 

Listing Schedule and Exchanges 

After completion of token sale, this project will develop and launch a service in 

December 2018.   Following this schedule,  JPI token will be listed on a 

cryptocrrency exchange, and aim for 1 JPI = 100 yen value by 2020. 
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Regarding the listed exchange, it is currently undecided. The history of the 

cryptocurrency exchange is short and unstable, and some of which have suffered 

hacks and sudden closings.  Therefore, although this project is in the process of 

negotiating with multiple exchanges in Japan and overseas, it does not confirm the 

listed exchanges before the token sale and allows ourselves to evaluate each system 

stability and support performance . 

 

Precautions 

 It is essential to agree with our terms and conditions before participating in 

our token sale. 

 You cannot sell, assign, collaterize nor dispose of this token to the third 

party. 

 The acquision of this token is unilateral from the above cryptocurrency, and 

at the time of token sale it cannot be exchanged for ETH, TBC, XRP and 

other cryptocurrencies from this token.  There is no exchange market at 

the time of token sale that makes it possible. 

This token can not be exchanged for legal currencies such as Japanese yen 

and US dollar etc, and other securities. 

 

 

 

10. Role of Jupiter token（JPI） 

What is Cryptocurrency? 

A cryptocurrency is a decentralized currency utilizing cryptographic technology as a 

security measure, and its representative example is BTC (Bitcoin).  Bitcoin is a 

cryptocurrency with leading current market capitalization, based on the paper 

submitted by a person named Satoshi Nakamoto, which started operations in 2009. 

Meanwhile, ETH (Ethanol / Ether) procured in this project is the cryptocurrency with 

the second largest market cap.  Unlike in the case of blockchains for BTC where 

most of the blocks are filled with only transaction data, the blockchain for ETH is 

designed to be able to fill specific data on the Ethernet block, so the function is good 

enough as a platform to create applications.  Therefore, as more than 80% of 

tokens in recent ICO markets are launched on the Ethernet blockchains that are 
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popular from developers, major companies such as Microsoft and JP Morgan pay 

attention . Our Jupiter token (JPI) is also generated on this platform. 

 

Jupiter Token Function 

The concept diagram to use Jupiter token (JPI) is shown below.  JPI is mainly used 

in 2 patterns such as means of settlement among the companies in using services 

developed by this project, or trades in the market when the token value rises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function for Settlement 

According to the contracts, Jupiter tokens can automatically implement and record  

a settlement for Jupiter Security Solutions and related products & services 

developed in this project based on the smart contract technology using Ethernet-

based block chains.  It will be more convenient and more effective discounts 

applicable for the companies that want to enhance security, as settlement 

between companies will become more efficient than general settlement methods 

(credit card, bank transfer, cash on delivery, etc.).  
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Trades in the Market 

Jupiter tokens are scheduled to be listed after the end of the token sale, targeting 

1 JPI = 100 yen by 2020.  After listing it is possible to trade in the same way as 

other cryptocurrencies and the price is expected to be higher than the price at 

token sale. 

 

Future Financial Services  

After expanding Jupiter security services both into Japan and overseas, we plan to 

diversify into the financial services business in the second half of 2019.  Through 

capital investment in existing banks, business tie-ups and bank acquisitions, we will 

offer financial services such as loan, deposit and investment including a settlement 

service that can make credit card settlement with token as collateral.  In addition, 

we will set up our own cryptocurrency exchanges that make use of our own security 

system, build robust hot wallets and offer various hybrid services using legal 

currencies and cryptocurrencies.  
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11. Project Members 

Major Project Members 

Project Leader： Manabu Matsuda 

Biography 

・Former House of Representatives 

member, Former Financial 

Bureaucrat 

・Currently Vsiting Professor, The 

University of Tokyo Graduate School 

・At the University of Tokyo, he is 

promoting cyber security studies and 

proposal activities as Chairman of 

The University of Tokyo Interfaculty 

Initiative in Information Studies 

Graduate School of Interdiscip;linary 

Information Studies  (Sisoc) 

・Representative at Matsuda Policy 

Research Institute, concurrently 

serving as an officer of various 

organizations 

・Vice Chairman of Policiy Science 

Society  

 

Message from Manabu Matsuda 

Human society currently faces a big challenge to create the future.  Our civilization 

is experiencing a big transit period as the Japanese government has launched 

"Society 5.0", and in the past the hunting society (1.0), which had changed every 

million years → the agricultural society by the millennium unit (2.0) → the industrial 

society by the centennial unit (3.0) → information society by decade unit (4.0), and 

new phase every several years that changes dramatically (5.0).  A Scientific 

technology is accelerating the rate of progress exponentially while being backed up 

by the technical infrastructure of advanced information society such as a 

development of AI (artificial intelligence).  It is strongly asked whether our 
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consciousness, the framework of economic society, politics etc can respond to this 

accurately.  However, in order to construct the "human-centered society to solve 

both economic development and social issues by use of the system highly 

integrating the cyber space (virtual space) and physical space (real space) " that 

the government advocates, there are many challenges.  The most important thing 

is how the entire society faces the growing uncertainty caused by the increasing 

dependence on the cyberspace space that is invisible to us.  In order to become 

happiness to human beings for the advances in science and technology, the safety 

and reliability of the cyber electronic space must be confirmed.  Many dreams such 

as IoT, smart grid, FinTech and automatic driving are told, and it is said that a 

human revolution will occur by integrating human beings with AI, but the basic 

premise is a completed cyber security.  What I discovered, while I was involved in 

the research and policy advocating activities in this field at The University of Tokyo 

Interfaculty Initiative in Information Studies Graduate School, is a thing that the 

challenge to solve information security is not limited to technological aspects, but 

includes a measure against human resources factors.  How to face human beings 

dealing with technology, the first important pillar of the Jupiter project launched 

this time is to build an internal management system in the organization of 

companies.  First of all, I would like to spread this technology, which is the a main 

solution of challenge, to the world with a sense of speed, and progress a business 

to complete a cyber security on a global scale.  Jupiter is a protective goddess of 

the solar system whose volume is 1,300 times larger than the Earth, which will 

absorb a meteor of the universe with its huge mass. I hope that the Jupiter Project 

aims at achieving that a human being can fulfills its role in opening up the next 

society of the future. 

 

Sub-leader： Yukihito Sawada 

・ President of BOB Co, Ltd.  

・ Prior to the current position, he experiences in 

national public officer, aircraft manufacturer, 

research company, management consulting 

company, Red Cross Blood Center etc.  

・ "Contribute to the development of world cyber 

security technology!" 
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M&A Supervisor： Hidenori Ueki 

・ President of Manaviva K.K. 

・ Board member of BOB Co, Ltd. 

・ Executive Director of Independent Enterprise 

College of STAR GATES  

・ Former member of TSE 

 

Executive Advisor： Hidetoshi Ito 

・ Former Visiting Professor at Waseda Uiversity 

business graduate  

・ Fomer advisor at Och-ziff Capital Management 

Group LLC. (NYSE) 

・ President of SIPL Co., Ltd. and member of Japan 

Association of Corporate Executives  

・ Stanford Bitcoin Club Member 

 

Executive Advisor in System Sales： Zenju Kazama 

・ Former Deputy President of Tokyo Electron Limited  

・ President of Yamanashi TLO K.K.  

・ Special Coordinator of Yamanashi Industry 

Support Organization  

 

Technology Officer： Daisuke Nashinoki 

・ Building and proposing Internet security systems, 

cyber patrols etc. for over 2,500 companies. 

Besides the security field, he also has lots of 

experience in airport control-tower program, taxi 

dispatch/ dynamic management system, various 

application developments 
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Human Resource Manager： Seiji Hashimoto 

・ Born in January 30th, 1979  

・ Consultant for strategic organization 

・ Specialized in business development and 

suppoting capability construction  

 

 

Laywer： Daisuke Miyazaki 

・ Graduated from Hitotsubashi University Law 

School, Chuo University Law School graduate 

・ 1998 Tokyo Bar Association Secretariat, 2008 

Central Law Office, since 2012 he belongs to Sano 

Law Offices 

 

Lawyer： Hidetoshi Nakano 

・ Grow-will International Law Firm Attorney - IT 

specialized in IT business such as IT legal, 

cryptocurrency (ICO) and AI 

・ Consults 130 companies:  47 companies related 

to  cryptocurrencies/FinTech, 12 companies for 

registration application support of cryptocurrency 

exchange business (2 registered companies) 

 

Advisor for Measures Against FinTech： Atsuko Takeuchi 

・ Worked at Lehman Brothers Japan Inc., INVESCO 

Asset Management (Japan) Ltd. followed by 

AllinaceBrernstein Japan Ltd. as Managing Director. 

Thereafter, worked at Deutsche Asseet 

Management (Japan) Ltd. as Director and head of 

sales of Retail Sales until March, 2018.  

・ Experts in domestic and foreign investment deals. 
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Marketing Advisor： Yamato Sakai 

・ United States MBA holder 

・ P&G Marketing Consultant Manager, Internet 

Advertising Consultant, ICO Consultant 

・ Shinsei Bank Marketing Strategy Division 

・ Founding member of media “Coin-Otaku“ 

 Team Structure   

The team structure is planned to introduce appropriate personnel according to the 

achievement status of the project and the funds to be procured. The prospects at 

the moment are as follows 

 

 

 

 

 Development Team（30 people）  

➢ It is a team gathered by engineers who have expertise in the security 

field, imaging field, AI, blockchain, and each arae.  The team also aims 

for having engineers familiar with the most advanced security information 

in the industry to protect enterprise's important information from hackers 

and others. 

 

 Marketing Team（10 people） 

➢ In particular, we have strengths in digital marketing, and half of them 

are data analysts for content marketing.  We also specialize in actual 

practice such as global market analysis, information gathering and 

monitoring of the entire project 

 

 Sales Team（10 people） 

➢ It is a sales team of the industry's top class specializing in network and 

security solutions.  We have strength in sales for understanding market 

trends, competitors' situation, proposing new solutions aimed at future 

needs. 
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 Research Team（10 people） 

➢ The team provides customers with up-to-date market analysis and 

investment ideas through value-added research and analysis information 

on companies around the world, major industrial sectors and national 

economies. 

 

 Investment Research Team（5 people） 

➢ We conduct macroeconomic research of key countries in the world and 

corporate research targeting a large number of companies. The 

Investment Research Division in Tokyo is advocating a global research 

framework based on close cooperation with the overseas division, 

particularly pan-Asia research aware of the integration of the Asian 

economy. 

 

 Internal Audit Team（3 people） 

 In order to achieve effective firm’s management targets, the Internal 

Audit Department conducts research, reviews and evaluates the 

maintenance and operation status of internal controls from an 

independent position and perspective within the company. If problems 

are found, the team reports them to management and advise on 

improvement of the problem. 

 

 

 

12. FAQ 

 What is the origin of the name "Jupiter"? 

   It is Jupiter, which is the largest planet in the solar system.  It is 1,300 times 

bigger than the Earth and absorbs the meteoric that falls on the solar system with 

its powerful attraction. It is literally a keeper of the solar system, and protects the 

Earth. Our project also named "Jupiter" with the meaning of society's keeper from 

the meaning of protecting society by cyber security. 

 

 Why are you conducting token sale (ICO sale)? 

   We believe that it is a good thing to make use of this opportunity as now is easy 

to start a business through ICO, apart from whether ICO is effective for a long time 

or not. The country of Japan tends to not want to invest with risks.  However, even 
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if there are new ideas and talented people, it will end without being utilized. Also, 

if a large company does the same thing, it will take years to decide solely and will 

be far behind the world.  Especially in the field of IT, a speed is the life.  There is 

also IPO taking into account of a finance in the public, but IPO takes three years at 

least.  If it takes 3 years, the world will change significantly during that time, so 

we can not keep up with the progress of recent technology.  As a result, we decided 

to conduct ICO so that we can start business as soon as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 What is the speculative value of JPI token?  Why do you expect the 

price will rise? 

    Jupiter Security will start a preliminary sale for the system from September 

2018, and from January 2019 we are planning to introduce it to companies. 

Currently more than 100 companies are interested in Jupiter's security, and if all of 

them use the Jupiter system, 120 billion revenue can be expected annually.  As 

you can not pay in cash, you need to convert JPI from other cryptocurrencies.  

Compared to introduction by cash, companies can choose a settlement for security 

expenses in investment accounts, which the introduction will proceed more 

smoothly.  This is a reason why the company’s holding rate increases because 

companies do not have a loss, which can aim for a stable coin that does not cause 

high volatility in prices. 

 

 How can I participate in token sale? 

   Concerning the concrete procedure for participation in token sale is posted on 

the homepage, please confirm there. The JPI token can be acquired by 

cryptocurrency ETH (Ethereum).  Therefore, we recommend that you acquire the 

desired number of ETHs in cryptocurrency exchanges before the sale starts.  Please 

note that opening a new account at the cryptocurrency exchange takes about 1 to 

2 weeks. 

 

 Are there any countries that can not participate in this token sale? 

    Participation in this token sale is subject to non-China and non-US citizens at 

this time. There is a possibility that the target country will change depending on 

regulations of each country in the future.  For the latest information, please check 

the homepage. 
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 Do you have any referal program that provides a bonus? 

Yes. For details, please contact on the official website, the official telegram.

 ・Official Homepage：  http://jupiter-ico.com/ 

 ・Official Telegram (ENG)： https://t.me/jupiter_ENG 

 

 Where can I check the progress of the token sale and the procurement 

price? 

    Please check our homepage: http://jupiter-ico.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://jupiter-ico.com/
https://t.me/jupiter_ENG
http://jupiter-ico.com/
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Telegram 

https://t.me/Jupiter_ENG 

 

Twitter 

https://twitter.com/en_JupiterToken 

 

Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/Jupiter-Project-Community-En-203587196903792/ 

 

YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxvaAw1C_3gp5rsNU4k4zoQ 

 

LINE@ 

http://qr-official.line.me/L/FG8Z6mqAYm.png 

 

Github 

https://github.com/JupiterToken 

 

 

https://t.me/Jupiter_ENG
https://twitter.com/en_JupiterToken
https://www.facebook.com/Jupiter-Project-Community-En-203587196903792/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxvaAw1C_3gp5rsNU4k4zoQ
http://qr-official.line.me/L/FG8Z6mqAYm.png
https://github.com/JupiterToken

